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WIND RIVER EXPER1ENCE

by Sallie Greenwood

Ever since Bob Norris told me tales
of Wyoming's Wind River Range based
on his trips there in the '60s, I've
thought of going there. Good climb-
ing, great fishing, mosquitoes with
legendary appetites, and few people.
I'll go along with all of the above
except for "few people," and that I'll
get into further along in my tale.

A March Christmas card from Elean
Robson, a friend from the Iowa Mount-
aineer's trip that I'd made to Peru
in 1972, said that she and the Buffalo
Mountaineers were planning to go into
the Island Lake area of the Winds.

Why not come along? The financial
realities of taking another shot at
Huascaran had just dawned, so I was
up for something a little closer to
home. Plus I could check up on Bob's
tales and make good on a dream.
Huascaran will wait.

Elean handled all of the administrative
details. We would pack our gear and
food in by horse, there would be about

ten in the party, climbing would be
fourth or fifth class, whatever you
preferred, and we would be in for two
weeks. We would walk out on our own.

Glen and Barb Weeks and their daughter
Peggy picked me up in Cleveland on
their way west from West Falls, New
York. We did the drive in three days--
steaming into the Elkhart entrance
of the Bridger National Forest on
Friday, July 18. We were greeted by
some kids from the National Outdoor
Leadership School (NOLS) who were
trying to get two of their party down
to Pinedale: one with a temperature
and the other a young man reluctant
to cope with a grassless wilderness
experience. This first encounter with
NOLS seemed reasonable enough, but
after meeting more and more of them
as the days passed, the idea of such
commercial utilization of a wilder-

ness began to nag.

Our group finally got together: gear
sorted, food bags delivered to the
outfitter who finally took in nine
horses with our stuff. We started

the 16-mile hike into the lake above
Island Lake with fairly light packs

and in rain. The intent was to do

the hike in one day--and why not--

the horses had all of the heavy stuff,
right? Yep. That's what I told my-

(Cont'd on page 4)
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Let me preface my remarks by comment-
ing on a recent review to The Potomac 
Appalachian that Tom McCrumm wrote.
He was reviewing the book The Vertical 
World of Yosemite which generally
extols the world of climbing walls.
Tom undoubtedly stepped on some toes
with his dissertation on the opposite
side of climbing, i.e. hazards, pain,
injuries, anxieties, and sometimes
untimely and unnecessary deaths. I
have to agree with Tom on most of his
views, as others won't, for personal
reasons.

Following his most likely overlooked
review, the Metropolitan area was
"graced" on July 24 with an article
glorifying and to me encouraging our
already overcrowded vertical world.
This adverse publicity to our life
will no doubt continue as boredom of
the masses increases, so we can expect

more zoo-like crowds of climbers(?) at

Carderock and surrounding climbing
areas.

This is unfortunate, selfishly so,
but inevitable. Which brings us to
the point of exhausting our resources
even more rapidly than they are
already diminishing.

Now let me interject that I was
privileged to spend three glorious
weeks of climbing in Eldorado Springs
Canyon, Colorado. This is one of the
premier climbing areas in the world,
and also in danger of being destroyed
by industrial efforts, but that is
not the gist of my writings. I must
say I was very impressed by the region
itself, the people, but most of all
the great care taken of the total
environment, climbing and in general.
Considering the proximity of Eldorado
to the population masses of the
Denver-Boulder-Colorado Springs metro-
politan areas, this consciousness is
enviable. Of course, this region has
its awn problems, one specifically
being the defacement of climbs by
the overuse of chalk as pointed out
by Roger Briggs. Aside from this,
to me it appears the people are very
conscious about their environment.

Here at Carderock, the Potomac Gorge,
Seneca Rocks, and other prominent
climbing areas we suffer the same
mutual problems. Chalk will prob-
ably be used excessively, although
not permanently damaging as are
some other pressing matters. The
particular one I speak of is trash.
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I expect (sorrowfully) to see it at
Carderock and in the Gorge. But with
my first visit to Seneca Rocks on
my return I can only say I was dis-
gusted. The amount of garbage--from
human feces to sling material to
cigarette butts7-the whole gamut,
was present from Sites Picnic area
to the summit of South Peak. It is
absolutely revolting to compare the
two regions in this respect. I may
be corrected, but Eldorado Canyon
looked like an operating room, in
comparison to the "landfill" aspect
of our climbing environment.

This is so unnecessary. People
continue using the resources, but
do they have to continually abuse
them also. Think of the time spent
bouldering, training, planning, and
carrying out our precious sport.
Couldn't we be a bit less selfish
with our time and try to remedy
some of this carnage? Of course
work trips will continue to be sched-
uled, although the recent failure
of the planned trip to Seneca Rocks
August 2-3 can be attributed to a
great number of people pursuing peaks
in other regions.

But I ask, put a second's thought
into it. Before you grind your cigar-
ette butt out on a rock or drop your
snack wrapper, why not dispose of
the burning ash safely and pocket
the filter or stuff the wrapper into
a pocket? Then the trash can be
properly disposed of when you reach

camp. This practice has been named
"climber's pocket" and you may see
conscientious adventurers bending
over and pocketing small pieces of
litter that may seem insignificant,
but in the long run just add to the

mess. Even better, why not take a

larger step and carry a small plastic

sack in which to dispose of the litter
properly. It takes so little effort

.to bend down and pick up a piece of
litter--try it sometime. Again the
action seems insignificant, but it
helps so much and you'll feel better
for doing your part. Yes, the results

can be remarkable! I am certain there
will be more organ17.ed trips to accomp-
lish similar goals, but why not a
little independent action too?

Forgive my redundancy, but such small
effort reaps hugh benefits. I would
like to close my remarks with a quote
from an article titled "The Use of
Vertical Land" co-authored by John
Stannard and Chuck Sproull.

"There is much hope for both climbers
and the land. But it will all rest
on increased sensitivity and commit-
ment on the part of each of us. There
is no future in destroyed vegetation
nor in actions which are taken without
the consultation among climbers and
careful calculations to overall impact.
There is a future in the realization
that the most important things one
leaves behind are not necessarily new
routes, facts, and one's experiences.
There is a future in sensitivity to 
the fact the land must be supported, 
and as much as possible should be 
left intact and unchanged - a fresh
canvas on which new generations will
also have the opportunity to paint
their own very personal meanings."

Steve Williams

PATC News
Craft Show at PATC headquarters,
Sept. 22-24. Shaw only, no sales.
Anyone interested in participating
should call Purnie Bishop, 265-9799,
for details.

PATC is gathering material for the
TEE—issue of PA magazine. Mountaineer-
ing Section members are urged to
submit essays, think pieces, photos,
and poetry, or perhaps an illustrated
account of an expedition or climb.
Deadline for material is October 1;
send to Editor, PA Magazine, PATC.

PATC members (and that means MS members)
will be getting a discount on PATC
publications starting in 1976.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
self at six in the evening when I was
told the camp wasn't at the lake I
was looking at, but at the next one.
The one up the trail there. I'd
caught up with Peggy Weeks who was
contemplating the up and waiting for
somebody else to straggle along.
Straggle I did and proceeded to lighten
her load of a packet of Zesta crackers--
the starch of which got me up the hill.
(Had some rather interesting stream
crossings around Island Lake, too.
Deemed "raging torrents," they were
crossed by jumping--minor feat of
nimbleness with a partially loaded
Kelty and wholly tired body.)

Well, I could go on here with details.
Let me generalize the climbing. The
party did Fremont, Cairn (alias Elephant
Head, alias Flattop), Lester, and two
routes on Gannett. Two of the party
were going to be in only a week so they
pushed and did Fremont, Cairn, and
Gannett in that time.

The rest of us adopted a more leisurely
pace. Elean led the food sorting party.
To watch was inspirational: what we
didn't eat would have to be carried
out. A challenge accepted with enthus-
iasm.

We finally set off to do Fremont. We
went up the Titcomb Basin side--some
scrambling plus a long haul up a
boulder field--and down the Indian

Basin side--a long glissade and

plunge-step operation.

A rest day, some fishing, some concen-

trated eating--just to lighten the

load going out, you understand, and

plans to do Ellingwood. This turned

out to be a nice day's hike as we
couldn't determine exactly which

couloir Bonney was referring to as

the fourth class route. We also
could not determine if the route that

he was describing for the mountain
he calls Ellingwood was really the
route for the mountain called Harrower
on the topo sheet. We ended up by

going up to the saddle between Harrower

and Cairn, looking at the possible

routes, saying "Hmmm," and cbming down.

What we did was a circuit of Cairn.

A nice hike.

The next day, with more determination
and information, we set out to do
Lester by a rock route. Lester has
three summits, and after looking at '

them from a pleasant, grassy basin
on the northeast side we opted for
greed and decided a traverse of all
three would be possible. Surely the

south side of the peaks ease off and
we can just lope along.

Didn't work out that way. One does
forget how deceiving distance and
angles are in the mountains. We head-
ed up to the northwest ridge toward
Lester's main summit and proceeded to
scramble, using a rope every once in
a while. We wandered upwards, finally
having lunch at a little more than
halfway up. We clambered around on
the west side and up some steep, rock-
filled gullies to the summit ridge.
Nary a footprint or cairn the whole
way. The idea of a new route faded
with the grape soda can found near
the top of our route. After getting
to the summit we discussed the best
way to get down. Traverse was out
of the question. No votes for the
way we had come up; the snow slope
to the east looking inviting but then
we recalled the rock band of unknown
length and indeterminate steepness
three-quarters of the way down. We
opted for a descent down the east
side's steep rock gullies. Occasion-
ally the route dead-ended at a cliff.
We pretty much came down by consensus,
trial and error. I'll say I was
relieved to get down to something
resembling stability after gingerly

coming down loose steep scree. This
wasn't the kind of stuff that's been
settled much climbing over it--looked
as though it had been untrammeled.
I must be getting conservative. In
retrospect it was the best route that
we did...certainly the most satisfying.
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Gannett was next on the agenda. It
was a three day effort: a day from
our basecamp to a high camp in
Dinwoody Pass (c. 12,700 feet), then
down about 1,000 feet to the Gannett
Glacier and then up to the summit,
back to Dinwoody, and home. A good
snow climb and we had the standard
route to ourselves, though a NOLS
group of about 20 or so had set up
quite a camp on the glacier, for a
mountaineering course.

We did Gannett and Cal Flett led
Gooseneck Pinnacle on our way back
down the mountain. The Pinnacle is
one of those overhanging rockpiles
with what could be called exposure.
From the top one could spit on three
sides and nothing would stop it for
a thousand feet.

That's pretty much the climbing. We
did have a large amount of food left
over which we passed out to anyone who
came along. We destroyed a good bit
of it and hauled the trash out. It
was a two day hike out with substantial
packs.

Now, some comments on the so-called
wilderness experience. Island Lake
is a popular area for backpackers,
fishermen, climbers. Tents were
scattered all around the lake. From
our basecamp at the lake above Island
we were in view of several tents of
a party from the Jackson Hole Mountain
Guides and on the trail leading north
to Dinwoody Pass and Gannett and to
Indian Pass. The trail is well-
traveled. There was not a day that
we didn't see several parties--from
one numbering 30 to another of about
15 from a summer science school based
in Jackson. This takes in the parties
of NOLS students who were heading out
of the wilderness after a 30-day stay.
The visual impact of all of these
bodies became an imposition on my
enjoyment. (Can hardly complain too
much, really, as our party of ten
was probably just as much an imposition
to their experience.) Thus, the rub.

There were just too many people
around. The peaks were uncrowded but
the valley was cluttered. What to
do? Can those of us who go to the
wilderness manage to disperse our-
selves or are we going to have to rely
on the government to do it for us.
The mechanics for coordinating use
would probably be easiest to apply
through the government if climbers,
backpackers won't take the initiative
to do it themselves. I'm not offer-
ing any solutions--some coordination
among groups planning outings comes
to mind—just raising a frequently
chewed-over question but now one
based on personal experience.

Another observation of the wilderness
experience. There had been tremendous
snows in the Winds this year. Spring/
summer was a month late and snows
were still melting off of the trails
while we were there. Hikers were
cutting trails around the standing
water and snows on the regular trails.
Understandable; no one likes wet
feet. However, it doesn't take many
people wearing lug soles to do a
number on the vegetation in alpine
meadows. The next time I head out,
I'm planning to use sneakers for
hiking and to carry my boots for
snow and rock. I'll not go as far
as one hiker who was tooling up the
Titcomb Basin barefooted, but I'm
going to try not to leave any lug-
sole footprints.

The American Alpine Club will hold
a Board of Directors meeting in
Washington on September 20. It will
be an open session and interested
non-members are welcome to attend.

The Yosemite Institute will conduct
a mountain medicine symposium, Oct. 29-
Nov. 1, in Yosemite Valley. Joe
Wagner has a copy of the announcement
flyer.
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From Other Peaks

THE ELDORADO CANYON SITUATION

As an update on the Eldorado Canyon
Park situation, there is finally
optimistic news concerning it.

During my stay there this past June,
I was disappointed to learn of the
State Legislature dropping a bill to
appropriate funds for the park.

But new developments have come since.
As an addition to the Long Bill, which
is the Colorado state budget, an
appropriation of $100,000 was made
for preliminary planning, title re-
search, and option funds for the
Canyon. As Libby Goodwin, director
of Boulder Parks put it, "I think
the appropriation is a qualified
victory--it's important to keep the
State Parks Board aware of the interest
in the project."

She also commented, "Your support was
greatly appreciated and did a great
deal to prove the state-wide and even
nation-wide significance of the
Eldorado Springs area and the canyon."

We are not out of the woods, though.
There will be much work in the future,
possibly more letter writing and hope-
fully a nation-wide appeal for donations
toward the purchase of the land involv-
ed. This fund, by the way, will most
likely be a memorial fund for Diana
Hunter, a Boulder climber who was
unfortunately killed in a climbing
accident on July 2 of this year. Again,
this is still in the planning stages,
so we must exercise patience.

To those whose efforts brought us this
far, much thanks. Anyone interested
in helping aid this project is urged
to contact either John Stannard or
myself.

Steve Williams

s

Wolf Rock, Md. The National Park
Service now requires all club trips
to be registered with them in
advance. They would prefer that
a three-month calendar of scheduled
trips be sent to them since several
large groups are now climbing at
Wolf and Chimney Rocks.

Harper's Ferry, W.Va. Hard hats are
to be worn when climbing at Harper's
Ferry, per an NPS request.

Shawangunks - The Nature Conservancy,
with the cooperation and support of

, the klohonk Trust and Dan and Virginia
Smiley, has acquired the area north
of Bonticou Crag adjoining the Mohonk
Trust lands.

Belay Ledge

Edward Guleke has been awarded a
grant from the Roger L. Putnam fund
of the AAC for his project in develop-
ing and testing new mountaineering
glasses for climbers requiring
prescription lenses.

Alexander Hill is the newest junior
climber to arrive, born on July 26
to Nellie and Mike Hill.

Jim Nagy lost his 1955 University of
Pittsburgh class ring, engraved with
the initials JAN, at Wolf Rock on
June 29. If anyone finds it, please
notify Jim at 262-0515.

New Members - The following applicants
were elected to membership during July
and August:

Laurinda J. Anderson
Dana Densmore
Robert L. Dern
Alice Jean Dern
James A. Griffiths
Beth E. Waldow
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Hanging Around

Hermitage Cabin/Schaffer Rocks, Pa.

- July 20

Ian Cruickshank
Harvey Davis
Phil Eddy
Stan Halpin

Anne Kruse
Margo McGuiness
Tony Madden
Brian Wilder

At our 9 a.m. rendezvous behind the
Amoco station in Gaithersburg Square

we sorted ourselves into two cars and:
then headed northward, following
directions from the PATC Cabin Guide,
to get to the Hermitage. Arriving
there, we found the burned autwcabin,
to be a disheartening sight. What
a shame that such a nice place had
been vandalized last winter!

It had been quite a few years since
I had last climbed the nearby rocks
and I had forgotten how many good
climbs there were. We rigged six in

all, ranging from quite easy to quite
challenging, and everyone had a go
at whatever he thought he could do.

This is a great place for summer
climbing because surrounding trees
give considerable shade. An over-
cast sky gave additional relief from
the sun's rays. About mid-afternoon
showers began which made for slippery
climbing and eventually forced us to
quit early.

The biggest excitement of the day
came when a dog belonging to a climb-
ing party from Gettysburg discovered
a rattlesnake curled up in the path
near the top of the rocks. Said
snake seemed to be not too upset by
all the attention it received and
was eventually encouraged to move
elsewhere.

Phil Eddy

Mountain Travel Inc. has a new
brochure describing their inter-
national trips for 1976. Contact
Joe Wagner, 966-6379, for details.

•

Harper's Ferry, W.Va. - July 27

The participants appeared promptly
at the designated meeting place in
Harper's Ferry. In the absence of
a leader, Ian Cruickshank acted as
general organizer. We car-pooled
to the base of the cliffs, having
decided that crossing the river on
the railroad bridge was an objective
hazard. The strenuous scramble from
the road to the climbing area was
punctuated by climber initiated rock
slides. A gendarme was rigged as
well as two top-roped climbs. The
climbs were jazzed up by tree branches
on the route, loose rock, and a
decidedly forward tilt of one face.
Later, Talbot Bielefeldt discovered
a long palisade with interesting
climbs and anchor trees at six foot
intervals. There was less loose
rock and no tree branches here, and
the two climbs rigged here were quite
challenging. In addition when one
got to the top, one was rewarded with
a beautiful view.

After the climb, we reassembled in
Harper's Ferry and after quaffing a
few beers, we adjourned to the Hilltop
House for dinner. The participants
were: Ian Cruickshank, Talbot
Bielefeldt, Edward Cooper, Harvey Davis,
John Fox, Phil Goede, Bob Goldberg,
Vivian Goldberg, Cliff Jones, Brian
Rhinesmith, Tony Sauced°, Margaret
Wettling, and Brian Wilder.

Vivian Goldberg

The American Alpine Club informs us
that Duc° Training Ltd., a Japanese
company, is using the initials and
trademark of the UIAA on their
products, despite the protests of
the UIAA and the Japanese Alpine Club.
The AAC asks to be notified if any
Duco equipment carrying this label
is for sale in this area.
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Sept. 7

Climber's Calendar

Cupid's Bawer, Md. Barbara Llewellyn (871-6197)

Sept. 10 MS Meeting 8 pm "Everest" - a talk by John Gregory
PA TC Headquarters

** Sept. 14 Training Joe Ney (Home: 751-8891)
By appointment only (Work: 354-2600 ext. 341)

Sept. 21 Wolf Rock/Chimney Rock, Md. Greg Christopulos (293-3272)

* Sept. 20-21 Seneca Rocks, W.Va. Joe' Wagner (966-6379)

+* Sept. 27-28 Little Stony Man, Va. Curt Mobley (864-o428)

^Oct. 4

Oct. 8 MS Meeting 8 pm Program to be announced
PATO Headquarters

* Oct. 11-13 Linville Gorge, N.C.

* Lead climbers and experienced seconds only. You should arrange for climbing
partners before arriving at destination.

+ Combined one day and weekend trip
** All training is by appointment only. Contact trip leader no later than the

preceding Wednesday.

If climb has no trip leader, call Joe Wagner (966-6379) or Barbara Llewellyn
(871-6197).
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